MASSACHUSETTS DROUGHT MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE

Thursday, July 12, 2018
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

MA Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, 2nd Floor, Room B
Boston, MA 02114
Tel: (617) 626-1000

AGENDA

1. Introductions – EOEEA, MEMA

2. Updates on Current Conditions and Impacts—DMTF member reports
   Hydrologic – DCR, USGS
   Weather – NWS
   Water Supply – DEP, MWRA, MWWA, DPU
   Environmental – DEP, DFG
   Agricultural – DAR
   Fire Danger – DCR
   Engineering/Infrastructure – DCR
   Public Health – DPH

3. Discussion of Drought Level Recommendations

4. Next Steps